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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2006128719A2] What is disclosed is a drainage channel to be used for sanitation purposes, in particular a shower channel, to be
installed in a floor so that its surface is substantially flush with a surface covering of the floor, with two side walls, at least one bottom wall, an in
particular deep-drawn outflow pot that is connected to the bottom wall and serves to receive an odour trap, and a circumferential thin-bed flange
by way of which a surface covering can be connected to the drainage channel, such that the thin-bed flange at the side walls, the side walls
themselves and the bottom wall are formed by bending a single sheet of metal. Also disclosed is an odour trap for installation in a drainage channel,
in particular shower channel, with an odour-trap pot to receive a sealing water and an odour-trap inlet element that by way of an upper edge can
make a releasable, water-tight connection to an outflow pot of the drainage channel and by way of a lower edge can be inserted into the odour-trap
pot through an upper side thereof so as to form a labyrinth odour trap, wherein on the odour-trap pot at least one retaining lug and at the odour-trap
inlet element at least one connecting element with a retaining groove is disposed, or conversely, so that when the odour-trap inlet element is being
inserted into the odour-trap pot, the retaining groove can be brought into a releasable, locking engagement with the retaining lug.
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